Dream Catchers

**Materials needed:**
1. Paper plates
2. Yarn
3. Feathers
4. Beads
5. Crayons
6. Glue
7. Scissors
8. glitter
9. Hole punch (*you can use a pen or other pointy object to create the holes!*)

**Activity instructions:**
1. Cut out the center of the paper plate leaving the outer ring.
2. Hole punch the inner edge of the ring, two holes at the top of the ring (*For hanging*), and 3 holes at the bottom (*To hang the feathers*)
3. Decorate your paper ring (*Draw pictures or unique designs that you love or describe yourself*)
4. Cut a length of yarn to string across the middle of the plate.
5. Weave through the rest of the yarn (*You can add beads to be creative*)
6. Cut and Tie the yarn to the three bottom holes
7. Add feathers to the end of the yarn
8. Cut and tie yarn to the two holes on top of the paper ring to hang up

**Purpose:**
This project helps kids explore their crafty ideas by using their imagination to create their project.